Everglades Agricultural Area BMP Training Tour
Thursday, September 28, 2017

09:00 – 09:15 Registration and Introduction by Timothy Lang
09:15 – 09:45 Verification and implementation of BMPs by Thomas Davison
09:45 – 10:15 Nutrient Control Practices by Mabry McCray
10:15 – 10:45 Herbicide BMPs – Ametryn/Atrazine by Stewart Swanson
10:45 – 10:55 Break
10:55 – 11:25 Water Management BMPs by Matt VanWeelden
11:25 – 12:00 Sediment Control Practices by Luis Girado/Tim Lang
12:00 – 12:30 Lunch
12:30 – 13:30 Selecting Optimal BMPs by Farm Type by Luis Girado
13:30 – 14:00 BMP Research/Training Evaluation/CEUs+CCAs by Jen Cooper